Effects of local conspecific abundance on seed set and seed predation, and control of *Carpinus laxiflora* (Betulaceae) population density
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Abstract

In this study, the dependence of local conspecific abundance on seed set and predation was examined, and determinates of population density of the temperate tree species *Carpinus laxiflora* (Betulaceae) in Inagi city, Tokyo, Japan were identified. During a good seed year (2013), seeds were sampled from 27 individuals and categorized as Sound, Empty, Predated, Immature, Decayed, or Broken. Empty seeds were identified as those that failed to fertilize and predation rates were defined as the proportion of seeds that were affected by predators. The proportion of the seed set that was fertilized was significantly positively correlated with local abundance of conspecific trees, while the proportion of seeds that escaped predation was significantly negatively correlated with local abundance of conspecific trees. Thereby, the production of Sound seeds was highest at sites with moderate local conspecific abundance. Although this phenomenon was only observed in a few cases, it clearly showed optimal reproductive success under conditions of moderate density of conspecific reproductive adults, suggesting a mechanism that controls the population density of this species.
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INTRODUCTION

Mechanisms that determine the population densities of tree species in forest communities are central to investigations of forest ecology, and it is widely accepted that the Janzen–Connell model (Janzen 1970, Connell 1971) contributes to the maintenance of species diversity in plant communities (Gilbert 2002, Howe and Miriti 2004). It is the effect that seedling density is maximized at a certain distance from the tree, because dispersed seed density decreases as the distance from the mother tree increases, and the proportion of seeds escaping from specific mortality due to disease or predation increases as the distance from the tree increases. This mechanism has been investigated in numerous studies and although refuted in some (Burkey 1994, Hyatt et al. 2003), has been observed for many species in temperate and tropical forests (Clark and Clark 1984, Lambers et al. 2002, Petermann et al. 2008, Mangan et al. 2010, Shibata et al. 2010).

Although the Janzen–Connell model describes seed and seedling stages, species dominance during pre-seed dispersal stages is subject to additional mechanisms, including the contradictory density dependence of pollination and seed/embryo predation. Previous studies have shown that pollination efficiency is positively correlated with local conspecific density of reproductive individuals. Moreover, multiple insect-pollinated plants are subjected to a decreased attraction of pollinators following fragmentation or isolation of the population (Silander 1978, House 1993, Ghazoul et al. 1998, García and Chacoff 2007,
Dauber et al. 2010). Pollen limitations were also reported for wind-pollinated plants (Knapp et al. 2001). However, high seed and embryo predation has been associated with high local conspecific density in a number of studies (Steffan-Dewenter et al. 2001, García and Chacoff 2007, De Crop et al. 2012).

A few studies have examined the dependence of local density on both pollination and seed/embryo predation (Silander 1978, Steffan-Dewenter et al. 2001, García and Chacoff 2007), and although Silander (1978) found a positive correlation between conspecific density and seed sets, no significant correlations were found between predation rates and density. Steffan-Dewenter et al. (2001) also reported a positive correlation between the number of flower-visiting bees and the population density of a plant, and reported a negative correlation between the proportions of flower heads that escaped predation and plant density. García and Chacoff (2007) similarly showed a positive correlation between seed set and tree cover density, but the proportion of seeds that escaped predation (by mice) was also positively correlated with cover density. Hence, predator satiation (Janzen 1971, Silvertown 1980) may influence the correlation between the proportion of seeds that escaped predation and conspecific density. Taken together, these studies suggest an instability in the relationships between predation and local plant density.

In the present study, we assessed the effects of conspecific density on the reproductive success of Carpinus laxiflora (Betulaceae), which usually shows a scattered distribution in mature forests. Thus, to investigate the mechanisms that control its dominance, we examined the following aspects: 1) correlations between seed set and conspecific density, 2) correlations between the proportion of seeds that escaped predation and conspecific density, and 3) whether there is the moderate conspecific density for reproductive success.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials**

*Carpinus laxiflora* (Betulaceae) inhabits temperate deciduous forests in Japan and Korea (Ito 1989) and is dominant in some secondary forests of dry-mesic sites, but seldom dominates in old-growth forests (Masaki et al. 1992, Abe et al. 1995). This species is a wind-pollinated monocious tree and has male and female inflorescences. Reproduction is initiated when trees reach about 3 cm in diameter at breast height (DBH). Flowers develop during early April in this area, and fruit ripens in September–October. Seeds develop to full size even in unfertilized female flowers, and most remain on inflorescences until the main season of dispersal by wind (Shibata 2006). The larvae of Curculio spp. (Curculionidae) are known to be dominant seed predators of *C. laxiflora* (Shibata et al. 2002).

**Study site**

This study was performed in the broad-leaved deciduous secondary forests of Inagi City, Tokyo, Japan. The study area was about 3.8 km$^2$ and was located at 35°38’ N, 139°30’E. The mean annual temperatures of the nearest automated meteorological data acquisition system (AMeDAS) station, which was about 4 km away from the study site and had a similar elevation, was 15.0°C, and the monthly maximum and minimum temperatures of 26.5°C and 4.2°C occurred in August and January, respectively. The mean annual precipitation is 1,529.7 mm (Japan Meteorological Agency 1981-2010). The original vegetation before human disturbance was likely broadleaf evergreen forest and was dominated by trees belonging to the subgenus *Cyclobalanopsis*, the genus *Castanopsis*, and *Laureaceae* (Nakanishi et al. 1983). The forests of the study site were converted to coppice forests several hundred years ago, and were typical of those in lowland and hill areas of central Japan. Until the 1970s, these forests were repeatedly cleared in 10–20 year cycles for firewood and charcoal production, and although most have been left with little management since (Iida and Nakashizuka 1995), they have been gradually fragmented by residential developments. The largest forest fragment of the study site is about 1.2 km$^2$, and most are smaller than 1 km$^2$. The studied forests are dominated by *Quercus serrata* (Fagaceae), and subordnate species include *Q. acutissima*, *C. laxiflora* and *Cerasus jamaakura* (Rosaceae) (Miyawaki 1986; Katori, personal observation).

**Selection of target individuals and survey of all reproductive individuals**

The 27 target individuals of *C. laxiflora* were 19–70 cm in girth at breast height (GBH), had flowers, and were not shaded by other trees. Target individuals were selected to cover a wide range of local conspecific tree densities, and locations of target individuals and neighboring reproductive individuals were recorded using a Garmin Global Positioning System (GPS) (Oregon 450 model; Garmin, Olathe, KS, USA). The error of Oregon 450 in the forest was within about 5 m. The locations and GBHs of all repro-
productive individuals of the same species within up to 80 m from the target individuals (0–191 individuals within the range) were recorded from June to November 2013. The smallest reproductive individual was 8.3 cm in GBH.

Collection and classification of seeds

Mature seeds of *C. laxiflora* were collected before dissemination from 2 to 3 sunny-sided branches of target trees at about a 3-m height using branch cutters between August 29 and September 7, 2013. Then, some inflorescences were randomly picked from each branch, and seeds were sampled from each inflorescence. At least 100 seeds (167 at most) were sampled from each target individual, and classified as Sound (seeds with Sound embryos), Predated (seeds with a hole made by insects), Empty (seeds of mature size but without embryos or signs of seed predation), Broken (seeds with a broken shape), Decayed (seeds with fungal decay), or Immature (seeds of Immature size without embryos). Empty seeds likely reflect the failure of fertilization of the seeds (Shibata et al. 2002), Broken seeds were seeds probably eaten by birds or mammals or terribly decayed, and Immature seeds may have been seeds affected by disease, insect predation, or various unknown morbidities before maturity. Broken, Decayed, and Immature may include both fertilized and unfertilized seeds. The discrimination of Broken and Decayed is vague.

Analysis

We analyzed the relationship between local conspecific abundance and seed set (we assumed it nearly equal to pollination rate, *PS*) or proportion of seeds that escaped from predation (*ES*).

Four indices of local abundance of conspecific reproductive individuals were calculated from the population densities, distances from the target individuals, and basal areas. These included the following: 1) the sum of reproductive individuals within a particular distance from the target individual (*NL = n*), 2) the sum of the tree density negatively weighted by the square of the distance from the target individual (*ND = \(\sum d_i^{-2}\) ), 3) the sum of the basal area of reproductive individuals within a particular distance from the target individual (*BAL = \(\sum B_A d_i\) ), and 4) the sum of the basal area negatively weighted by the square of the distance from the target individual (*BAD = \(\sum B_A d_i^{-2}\) ).

In these calculations, *n* is the number of reproductive individuals within a particular radius from each target individual, *d* is the distance from the target individual to each reproductive individual, and *BA* is the basal area of each of the reproductive individuals. The radii used for these indices were set at 20 m, 40 m, 60 m, and 80 m, respectively. The basal area of the target individual was used as a predictor variable, and may affect seed sets and predation of the corresponding individuals.

Subsequently, three indices for pollination and predation were applied as follows: 1) *PS*, (Sound + Predated) / (Sound + Predated + Empty); 2) *ES*, Sound/(Sound + Predated); and 3) the proportion of Sound seeds (SS), Sound/ all seeds. Because *Carpinus* species develop seeds to full size in the absence of fertilization, most seeds remain on inflorescences until the main season of dispersal (Shibata 2006). Therefore, we assumed that Empty seeds were seeds that were not fertilized without effective pollination, and that Predated seeds as those Predated after they fertilized once. Because precise assessments of the causes of immaturity, breakage, and decay of seeds were not possible (see a section of “Collection and classification of seeds”), these seeds (Broken, Decayed, and Immature) were excluded from the calculations of *PS* and *ES*.

The effects of local abundances of reproductive individuals (*NL, ND, BAL, and BAD*) and the basal area of the target individual (predictor variables) on the indices of seed production success (*PS* and *ES*, response variables) were analyzed using a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with the glmmML package (Brostrom 2013) in R 3.1.0 (R Core Team 2014). Binomial error distributions and logit link functions were applied to the model. In these analyses, the units of replication for each seed and the identities of target individuals were used as a random variable. By GLMM, Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and z-value were calculated. A large absolute value of z means that the estimated slope of a predictor variable is significantly different from zero, and the sign of z denotes the sign of the slope.

RESULTS

Almost all individuals over 9-cm GBH reproduced during the year of observation, and Sound seeds comprised 17% (range, 1–54%) of all sampled seeds. In comparison with a previous study (Shibata et al. 2010), the year 2013 was one of the best out of recent seed years. The mean and range proportions of Predated, Empty, Immature, Broken, and Decayed seeds were 31% (0–63%), 27% (4–94%), 14% (0–43%), 7% (0–33%), and 4% (0–11%), respectively.

The variables *PS* and *ES* were significantly correlated with most indices of local conspecific abundance, and the
basal areas of target individuals did not have significant effects in most situations (Table 1). Moreover, stronger correlations with NL or BAL were generally stronger than that with ND or BAD. PS was significantly and positively correlated with all indices of local conspecific abundance except for BAD (Table 1), and the strongest correlation was found with NL of a 80-m radius (Fig. 1a). Furthermore, ES was significantly negatively correlated with all indices of local conspecific abundance except with that for BAD of a 20-m radius (Table 1), and the strongest correlation was found with NL of a 60-m radius (Fig. 1b).

Thus, large conspecific abundance corresponded with increased Predated seed, whereas small local conspecific abundance was associated with increased Empty seeds. Consequently, SS showed a non-linear response to indices of local conspecific density. In particular, SS was highest at the middle and lowest ends of local conspecific abundance (Fig. 1c).

DISCUSSION

The effect of local conspecific abundance on pollination efficiency

Empty seeds comprised of 27% of the total number of seeds, suggesting that fertilization greatly influences seed production. Moreover, the observed positive correlation between local conspecific abundance and seed sets suggests pollen limitation (Fig. 1a). From the present data, the distance with the strongest correlation efficient was estimated as 80 m. Among indices of local conspecific abundance, the number of reproductive individuals had the greatest effect on pollination efficiency, and that of basal areas of trees around the target individual and negatively weighted distances were less effective. The basal areas of individuals can be used to estimate the total amount of pollen produced by individual trees, and negative associations with the square of this distance may reflect distance effects. Although all of these indices can be used to make better estimations of seed set, the causes of differences between these indices remain unclear.

Pollen limitation during reproduction has been reported in multiple cases, and in agreement with Knapp et al. (2001), the data showed pollen limitation at 60–80 m in the wind-pollinated species Quercus douglasii. However, local abundance was measured within a radius of 80 m in both studies, and whether the most effective distance is larger remains unknown. Pollen limitation has also been reported for insect-pollinated plants (Silander 1978, House 1993, Ghazoul et al. 1998, García and Chacoff 2007, Dauber et al. 2010, Jakobsson and Ågren 2014). Among

Table 1. Effects of four indices of local densities of conspecific reproductive individuals (DCRI) and corresponding basal areas of target individuals on rates of pollination (PS) and escape from predation (ES)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radius of DCRI</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>z-value with each DCRI</th>
<th>z-value with basal area of the target individual</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>z-value with each DCRI</th>
<th>z-value with basal area of the target individual</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NL 20 m</td>
<td>2903.6</td>
<td>2.29∗</td>
<td>−1.21</td>
<td>1369.0</td>
<td>−4.59***</td>
<td>−1.61</td>
<td>1366.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 m</td>
<td>2903.6</td>
<td>2.29∗</td>
<td>−0.85</td>
<td>1369.0</td>
<td>−5.04***</td>
<td>−2.03</td>
<td>1366.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 m</td>
<td>2896.5</td>
<td>3.86***</td>
<td>−0.47</td>
<td>1366.0</td>
<td>−5.25***</td>
<td>−2.15</td>
<td>1366.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 m</td>
<td>2892.6</td>
<td>4.61***</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1373.6</td>
<td>−3.69***</td>
<td>−1.6</td>
<td>1370.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND 20 m</td>
<td>2904.5</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>−1.25</td>
<td>1370.6</td>
<td>−4.21***</td>
<td>−1.51</td>
<td>1369.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 m</td>
<td>2904.5</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>−1.14</td>
<td>1370.6</td>
<td>−4.49***</td>
<td>−1.7</td>
<td>1369.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 m</td>
<td>2903.6</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>−1.08</td>
<td>1369.1</td>
<td>−4.57***</td>
<td>−1.75</td>
<td>1369.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 m</td>
<td>2903.4</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>−1.06</td>
<td>1369.2</td>
<td>−4.55***</td>
<td>−1.77</td>
<td>1369.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAL 20 m</td>
<td>2905.2</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>−1.47</td>
<td>1376.8</td>
<td>−2.94***</td>
<td>−0.71</td>
<td>1376.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 m</td>
<td>2902.7</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>−0.94</td>
<td>1376.8</td>
<td>−4.86***</td>
<td>−1.99</td>
<td>1376.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 m</td>
<td>2897.9</td>
<td>3.56***</td>
<td>−0.57</td>
<td>1366.2</td>
<td>−5.17***</td>
<td>−2.11</td>
<td>1366.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 m</td>
<td>2893.5</td>
<td>4.44***</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1371.3</td>
<td>−4.14***</td>
<td>−1.83</td>
<td>1371.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAD 20 m</td>
<td>2906.9</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>−1.96</td>
<td>1380.1</td>
<td>−2.11∗</td>
<td>−0.062</td>
<td>1378.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 m</td>
<td>2906.6</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>−1.83</td>
<td>1378.9</td>
<td>−2.43∗</td>
<td>−0.27</td>
<td>1378.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 m</td>
<td>2906.4</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>−1.79</td>
<td>1378.7</td>
<td>−2.48∗</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
<td>1378.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 m</td>
<td>2906.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>−1.77</td>
<td>1378.7</td>
<td>−2.48∗</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>1378.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P < 0.05, *P < 0.01, **P < 0.001; NL, the sum of reproductive individuals within a particular distance from the target individual; ND, the sum of the tree density negatively weighted by the square of the distance from the target individual; BAL, the sum of the basal area of reproductive individuals within a particular distance from the target individual; BAD, the sum of the basal area negatively weighted by the square of the distance from the target individual; AIC, Akaike’s Information Criterion; large absolute value of z means that estimated slope of a predictor variable is significantly different from zero, and the sign of z denotes sign of the slope; underlined numbers are the lowest AICs for PS or ES.
Effects of conspecific abundance on seed

tors, small variations in both seed and predator numbers may lead to large differences in the proportion of Predated seeds.

Annual fluctuations of seed production might have affected the present results, because during a good year of seed production, the proportion of seeds that escape predation tends to be high. This reflects the effects of predator satiation (Janzen 1971, Silvertown 1980) as confirmed for \textit{C. laxiflora} (Shibata et al. 2002). Hence, because the present study was performed during a good seed year, further studies are required to assess these effects during a year of limited seed production. Nonetheless, good seed years may have a larger effect on the fitness of this species, because the proportions of Immature, Broken, and Decayed seeds are less, resulting in limited effects on reproductive success.

The effect of local conspecific abundance on predation rates

Predated seeds comprised of 31\% of all seeds, suggesting that predation is an important factor for reproductive success. The proportion of seeds that escaped from predation was negatively correlated with the indices of local conspecific density (Fig. 1b), suggesting that population densities of \textit{C. laxiflora} insect predators increased as the density of seed producing trees increased. However, the proportion of seeds that escaped from predation in areas of low conspecific density highly varied among sampled individuals. Because the proportion of seed predation may depend on the relative density of seeds and predators, small variations in both seed and predator numbers may lead to large differences in the proportion of Predated seeds.

Fig. 1. Relationships between indices of local density of conspecific reproductive individuals and seed indices. (a) pollination rate (PS), (b) proportion of seeds that escaped from predation (ES), and (c) proportion of Sound seeds (SS).

these studies, only one (García and Chacoff 2007) used similar explanatory variables to those used in the present study, and showed that the strongest correlation occurred at 50–100 m from the target individual. However, these investigators also conceded that the most effective distance could be larger than 100 m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PS</th>
<th>0.00</th>
<th>0.20</th>
<th>0.40</th>
<th>0.60</th>
<th>0.80</th>
<th>1.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NL within 80 m radius</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ES</th>
<th>0.00</th>
<th>0.20</th>
<th>0.40</th>
<th>0.60</th>
<th>0.80</th>
<th>1.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NL within 60 m radius</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SS</th>
<th>0.00</th>
<th>0.20</th>
<th>0.40</th>
<th>0.60</th>
<th>0.80</th>
<th>1.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NL within 80 m radius</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were lower in more isolated populations (De Crop et al. 2012). Moreover, the predation rates of the insect-pollinated herb Centaurea jacea were more strongly positively correlated with the habitat density within a 250-m radius (Steffan-Dewenter et al. 2001) than those within a larger radius. In agreement with the present study, the predation rates of the insect pollinated shrub Crataegus monogyna were most strongly and negatively correlated with the tree cover in the range of 20–50 m (García and Chacoff 2007). However, no significant correlations were found between the predation rates and isolation of individuals of the insect-pollinated shrub Cassia biflora (Silander 1978). Hence, because the rate of seed predation may depend on the relative densities of seeds and predators, small variations in both seed and predator numbers may produce large differences in the proportions of predated seeds, as observed in the areas of low conspecific reproductive density. Nonetheless, seed predation may also vary with annual fluctuations of seed production and predator populations.

Optimal conspecific densities for the production of Sound seeds

The best production of Sound C. laxiflora seeds was observed in areas of moderate conspecific adult trees density (Fig. 1c). Although few studies demonstrate the dependence of density on pollination efficiencies and seed predation (Silander 1978, Steffan-Dewenter et al. 2001, García and Chacoff 2007), Fujimori et al. (2006) suggested that the optimal densities of Kalopanax pictus may reflect pollination success and the presence of specific leaf diseases. Moreover, in a study on the insect-pollinated herb, C. jacea, the number of flower-visiting bees was positively correlated with the flowering plant densities, and in agreement with the present data, the proportion of flower heads that escaped predation was negatively correlated with density (Steffan-Dewenter et al. 2001). While optimal reproduction at moderate density was not reported in this study, Silander (1978) showed that the production of Sound seeds by the insect-pollinated shrub C. biflora was maximal in areas of moderate conspecific density as a hypothesis. However, no correlations between the predation rates and adult density were found, suggesting that reproduction may not have been optimal at moderate density (Silander 1978). In the study by García and Chacoff (2007), seed sets and the proportion of seeds that escaped predation (by mice) were positively correlated with tree cover density, again indicating that the production of Sound seeds was not optimal at areas of moderate density.

Taken together with previous studies, the present data indicate that although the maximum reproductive success in areas of moderate conspecific density occurs in only some cases, the associated mechanisms may be related to the control of population densities of plant communities.
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